
 

@@TODO: Add content here@@ ## Conclusion ## . . . . . . Write a conclusion that contains a summary of the blog post and provides necessary information about another resource that the reader might find useful or entertaining if they read this post offline, such as further readings on the topic of writer's block or a link to their website's home page for those who found this article helpful and would
like more information on what they do/sell, etc. . . . . . 

"Writer's Block" is a 2010 American comedy film directed by Tom Shadyac, written by Steve Koren and Nick Stoller, and starring Vince Vaughn, Rose Byrne, Jonah Hill, Lake Bell, Kristin Chenoweth, Richard Ayoade, Rob Corddry, Craig Robinson and Christopher Mintz-Plasse. It was released theatrically in the United States on July 28, 2010 by Paramount Pictures following a nationwide roll out
throughout the month of June in selected cities across the country with additional cities added for release on August 13 & 16. The film grossed $30 million worldwide on a $20 million budget and received mixed reviews from critics. "Writer's Block" was released on DVD and Blu-ray Disc on September 7, 2010. The film opens with screenwriter Mitch Grunberg (Vince Vaughn) having writer's block
for the first time in his career. He inadvertently causes a car accident, but the other driver swerves to avoid hitting an animal and collides with another car at a crossroads, causing both vehicles to roll over. The driver is German actress Nikolette Krebitz, who made her debut in David Lynch's "Lost Highway". Mitch and Nikolette hit the road together following the accident, and Mitch becomes attracted
to her. Following a date at a comedy club in New York City, he accompanies her to the British Consulate and completes his British visa application. He and Nikolette head home to Los Angeles after spending several days in London, where they visit an aquarium and Mitch takes Nikolette on a romantic tour of Hollywood. A week later, Mitch returns to Los Angeles for business reasons and meets with
his boss (Christopher Mintz-Plasse) who is unhappy with his apparent lack of progress on the screenplay.
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